An algorithm is presented that, given the intersection model S of a circular-arc graph G with n vertices and m edges. finds a maximum-sized clique of GinO (n 2 1oglogn) time. The previously best time bound for this problem is 0 (n 2 1ogn + mn).
Introduction
Let G=(V,E) be an undirected graph with IV 1= vettices and IE 1= edges. Gl1lphG is a circular-arc graph if its vertices can be put in a one-to-one correspondence with the elements of some set S of arcs on the unit circle. in such a way that two vertices are adjacent in G if and only if the two corresponding arcs in S have a non-empty intersection [Go] . We call S the intersection model of G. Circular arc graphs enter diverse applications, for which we refer to [Go, H] .
Let an arbitrary clockwise system of abscissae be defined on the unit circle. Then the i-th arc in S is identified by the pair (ai,bi) , where ai is the abscissa of the counterclockwise end of the arc and b i is the abscissa of the clockwise end. We say that arc segment (1 ,r) (where I is the counterclockwise end and r is the clockwise end) conLains position x if either I <.t' <r. or I >r and (x >1 or x <r). Arc i contains arc j if (aj.hi) contains both position Qj and b j . Arcs i and j intersect if either one of the two arcs is contained in the other one, or the two arcs overlap. A subset C of S is a clique if each an; in C imersecrs all other arcs in C. A clique C is maximum if irs cardinality is not smaller than that of any other clique of S .
In this paper we present an algorithm that. given the intersection model S of a graph G, finds a maximum clique of G in O(n 2 loglogn) time. The previously best time bound for this problem is 0 (n 2 10gn + mn) [HJ. Our solution uses some simple properties which we presem in the following section. The main consuuction is then discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we briefly point to some problems that remain open. For other NP-complete problems that are NPcomplete in general, but can be solved efficiently on circular-ilIC graphs we refer the reader to [1] .
Preliminaries
We asswne without loss of generality that all arcs in S have length less than I and that no two arcs share a common endpoint Let C be a clique of S and let i e C be an arc which does not contain any other arc of C .
Then we say that arc i is a base for C and we call C a clique of base i. Clearly, a maximum clique of S can be obtained by constructing, for every arc i, a clique of base i and maximum size, and then selecting one largest such clique. Let now C be a clique of base i and maximum size.
The following two facts hold trivially for C . In this section we show that a maximum clique of base i can be constructed in o(nloglogn) time. The non-mvial part of our strategy is in its way of constructing set C j 3 , since sets C i l and C? can be trivially extracted from S in linear time.
Once Ci l and C? are removed from S. Quralgorithm forms setS... where Without loss of generality, let bi=O and k = ISj I, and let (11 ,r I), ...• (lk.lrJc) be the list of the segments of the rollout of i in order of increasing right endpoint (Le., I j <O<rj and rj=j). We observe that me subset of Sj represented by me collection of all tlte A-segments in the rollout is a clique. and so is the wtion of this subset and {Cj'uC?}. The same properties hold for the subset of Sj which is mapped into tlte set of B-segmem. We say mat A-segment x and B-segmem y are -4-in conflict if ly </;c <r~<ry. In Figure 1 . for example. A-segment 2 is in conflict with B-segmenlS 3 and 6. Obviously, set cl cannot contain any pair of arcs such that the two corresponding segments are murually conflicting.
The procedure TRADE described below performs an optimal selection of A-segments and B-segments in the rollout of i. TIIrough a left-la-right scan of endpoints in [l.kJ. TRADE constructs a set C3 containing the maximum. number of non-conOicting segments of the rollout We refer to C3 as a maximwn rollout clique of base i. The procedure constructs then C? as the set of all arcs which correspond to segments in C3. By our discussion. taking the union of this set and {Cj1ue?} yields a maximum clique of base i.
mADE initializes set C3 to conlain all the A-segments of the rollout Subsequently, the procedure may "match-up" A-segments wil.h conflicting B-segments according to a criterion described shanty. These match-ups enable TRADE to recognize situations in which an equal number of A-segments can be "exchanged" for an equal number of B-segments without creating any conflicts. At the j -th iteration, segment (lj,rj) is handled as follows. If (lj,rj) is a B-segment not in conflict with any A-segment currently in C3, then this B-segment is added to C3. Otherwise,let p be the number of A-segments in C3 that (1) are in conflict with the B-segmem (Ij ,rj) and ( is then recorded in a list associated with the unmatched A-segment y such that ly >lx and ly is as small as possible. Observe that exchanging s A-segments for s B·segments as done in step (2.2) is not only at least as good as keeping those A-segments in the current version of C3. In fact the number of B-segments that could be added to C3 in the future cannot ever be decreased by the exchange. and may be actually increased. Before describing the implementation of TRADE.. we prove that fue segments in C3 at Lhe outset correspond to a maximum rollout clique of base i. This immediately implies that the corresponding set C? as generated in step (3) represents a maximum clique among the arcs in Sj.
Let C-3(O) be the set of all the A-segments in the rollout of i, and let C3U) lSJSk tx: the set of segments in C3 at the end of the j -th iteration of TRADE. Clearly. Proof: Property 1 follows from straightforward induction on j: the matched pailS traded in the course of all executions of step (2.2) up to the j -th iteration represent the relation of the claim.
Ali for Property 2. observe first that in order for some B-segmem~<j not to be included in C3U>, the~-th iteration of TRADE must have resulted in case (2.3). This entails the existence of at least two A-segments in C 3&-1) which were unmatched and also in conflict with~at the time of the~·th iteration Let then U={a.loCXZ•...•CX;r} be the set, sorted in order of increasing left endpoint, of all the wunatehed A-segments in conflict with~at the beginning of the~-th ireration.
Step (2.3) of TRADE puts the pair (al'~) in the list Ltb,. Assume for a contradiction that the number of A-segments in U that are also in C3 U ) is less than two. Then, since alE C 3(j), az cannot be in C3 (J) . By the control structure of TRADE, this implies that there is some B-segment forward 0 (nlogn) preprocessing, the details of which are omined. 
